
ALUS in Ontario

ALUS Canada, A Weston Family Initiative, is a groundbreaking national 
environmental program helping farmers and ranchers sustain agriculture, 
wildlife and natural spaces for all Canadians, one acre at a time. 
Founded in Manitoba in 2006, the ALUS program came to Ontario in 2007. 
This first community, ALUS Norfolk, is the longest continually running ALUS 
program in Canada, and there now eight ALUS communities in Ontario, from 
Cornwall in the east, to Windsor and Tobermory in the west. 
By 2019, nearly 400 Ontario farmers have chosen to become ALUS participants, 
with more joining every year. 
They have already transformed more than 3,100 acres of marginal land into 
wetlands, grasslands and woodlands—these ALUS projects produce cleaner 
air, cleaner water, more biodiversity and other ecosystem services that directly 
benefit rural communities across the province. 
Each acre enrolled in ALUS adds to Ontario’s stock of natural capital and 
delivers a full suite of environmental outcomes that benefit our environment 
and our people. 
ALUS’ environmental impact is growing quickly, and with widespread support, 
it will continue to grow. 
Because in Ontario, and all across this nation, ALUS farmers and ranchers are 
part of the solution for improving the environment for Canadians.

The ALUS team, representing eight communities in Ontario from 
Cornwall in the east, to Windsor and Tobermory in the west.

Return on Investment
• Community Support: 8 Ontario 

communities are now running 
the ALUS program (as of Dec 31, 
2018)

• Participation: 386 Ontario farm-
ers and ranchers are now ALUS 
participants 

• Land Base: 3,160 acres in Ontario 
are now enrolled in ALUS program 

Benefits of ALUS in Ontario
ALUS supports farmers, ranchers, 
communities and the environment. 
ALUS projects: 

• Sequester carbon in the soil to 
produce cleaner air

• Reduce phosphorus to produce 
cleaner water in our lakes and 
rivers

• Increase wildlife habitat to pro-
duce more biodiversity in our 
communities

Communities Love ALUS 
• ALUS Canada is proud to be a 

community-developed, farmer-
delivered program. 

• 8 Ontario communities are suc-
cessfully running ALUS programs 
in partnership with ALUS Canada 

• Each ALUS community is strong 
and unique, determining its own 
priorities while benefitting from a 
shared set of ALUS principles and 
a central support system.

Learn more about ALUS Canada at ALUS.ca

Nearly 400 Ontario farmers 
have chosen to become ALUS 
participants, with more joining 
every year.

Farmers and ranchers have 
already transformed more than 
3,100 acres of marginal land 
into wetlands, grasslands and 
woodlands through ALUS.



Founded in Manitoba in 2006, the ALUS program came to Ontario in 2007. The first community, ALUS Norfolk, is now 
the longest continually running ALUS program in Canada, and there are seven more ALUS communities in Ontario: 
ALUS Ontario East, ALUS Elgin, ALUS Grey-Bruce, ALUS Lambton, ALUS Peterborough, ALUS Middlesex and ALUS 
Chatham-Kent. Find out more about each ALUS community on ALUS.ca.

Spotlight on ALUS in Ontario

Farmers and ranchers have already transformed more than 3,100 
acres of marginal land into wetlands, grasslands and woodlands 
through ALUS.

ALUS Norfolk  
Est. 2007 
Port Rowan

ALUS Ontario East    
Est. 2012 
Cornwall 

ALUS Elgin   
Est. 2012 (as ALUS Bayham)  
Partner: Long Point Region  
Conservation Authority  
Tillsonburg 

ALUS Grey-Bruce   
Est. 2012 
Partner: Grey Agriculture Ser-
vices Center 
Markdale

ALUS Lambton   
Est. 2015 
Partner: Ontario Nativescape 
(Rural Lambton Stewardship 
Network) 
Wallaceburg

ALUS Peterborough   
Est. 2016 
Partner: Ontario Federation of 
Anglers and Hunters 
Peterborough

ALUS Middlesex   
Est. 2017 
Thorndale

ALUS Chatham-Kent   
Est. 2018 
Partner: Lower Thames Valley 
Conservation Authority 
Chatham
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Learn more about ALUS Canada at ALUS.ca
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